Esquire Consultant Group, Ltd. (“ECG”) is excited to announce the release of their completely
redesigned eTMsync™ application which automatically syncs calendar and matter information
from a law firm’s eWatch® list with their Time Matters® calendar. This allows law firms to
streamline their entire calendaring process and helps reduce the chances of clerical errors. Best
of all, all data synched from eLaw® is automatically linked to the case in Time Matters®
allowing users to quickly see every court appearances for a single case with a click of a button!
According to ECG’s President, Bill Dertinger, Esq. “With eTMsync, law firms will no longer
have to physically review the information contained in their eWatch list notifications and then
have somebody manually enter upcoming court appearances into the firm’s calendar. Instead,
eTMsync will do the work for the firm by automatically reviewing their eWatch list and then
update their Time Matters calendar with any changes.”
Some of the new features of the redesigned application include:
•

Automated e-mails summarizing the amount of calendar events that were updated or
added

•

Detailed error notifications to alert the firm if there were any issues when syncing data
for a particular case

•

Ability to set a custom schedule for when the sync should run including allowing it to run
multiple times throughout the day so that the firm has the most up-to-date information

•

Automated monitoring of the application and notification to designated users if the sync
terminates for any reason giving law firms peace of mind that the sync is always
operating

•

New streamlined desktop application that provides users with a multitude of functions
including the ability to see detailed logs of the items that were synced as well as the
ability to perform manual syncs on demand.

•

Much more!

To learn more about the eTMsync™ application, please visit the website eTMsync.com or call
(212) 631-3568 to schedule a free online demonstration.
Esquire Consultant Group, Ltd. is the leading legal technology consulting company in the
country. They support and are certified in a wide variety of software applications that law firms
rely on including case management, billing, eDiscovery and document automation. All of their
consultants are either former or practicing attorneys. For over twenty-five (25) years they have
helped hundreds of law firms, government agencies and corporate legal departments leverage
technology to become more efficient.

